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On the cover:  In October 2017, an enthusiastic Day One celebration was held at our Water Technologies & Solutions 
division headquarters in PA. Joining SUEZ CEO Jean-Louis Chaussade was Heiner Markhoff, CEO of SUEZ’ new Water 
Technologies & Solutions division. Markhoff previously served as President & CEO of GE’s Water & Process Technologies.



The second element, collaboration, is brilliantly illustrated 
by the implementation of Aquadvanced Energy® software 
at the Haworth, NJ, water treatment plant and distribution 
system. SUEZ’ Advanced Solutions, the Utility division, and 
the global SUEZ Smart Solutions team collaborated to help 
operators at the 200-million-gallon-per-day plant conserve 
energy while optimizing infrastructure life. 

The third part, optimization, is well underway across our 
organization. Witness the thoughtful and tireless efforts 
by Bruce Ottogalli, transportation manager for New 
Jersey operations. As you will read in this issue, Bruce 
has collaborated with suppliers and with fellow SUEZ 
employees to optimize the SUEZ service fleet. His efforts 
are mirrored on an even larger scale by those of Bart 
Reekmans, chief procurement officer. Bart is optimizing 
procurement in every facet of SUEZ’ operations. By 
optimizing its operations, SUEZ can help its suppliers  
and customers do the same.

Of course, growth, collaboration and optimization are 
not mutually exclusive. On the contrary, when combined 
they lead to more innovation and to new products that 
customers value. I look forward to working with you in  
2018 to bring that value to our customers.

Eric Gernath
CEO SUEZ North America

Dear Colleagues:  
 
Mother Nature once again put us to the test. But she was 
no match for the dedication shown by SUEZ staff who stood 
up to Hurricanes Harvey and Irma as those storms pounded 
our southern coastlines. It was a challenging way—both 
personally and professionally—for our workers to end 2017.

Now, the new year is upon us, bringing with it new clarity 
of the goals we outlined in our Vision 2020 roadmap. As 
you recall, Vision 2020 outlines our strategy for how SUEZ 
in North America will grow, collaborate and optimize to 
differentiate ourselves and provide additional value to  
our customers.

The strategy is not some vague wish list. And recent 
examples of growth, collaboration and optimization 
highlighted in this issue of The Resource show how we  
are adding value across the entire water, wastewater  
and process value chain.

As you will read, the first of these, growth, can be seen 
by winning contracts in areas where we already have a 
presence, such as Rhode Island. It can also be seen in the 
creation of Water Technologies & Solutions by the merger  
of SUEZ’ industrial water activities and GE’s former  
Water & Process Technologies.

CEO message
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growing our company

A Day One celebration was held at SUEZ’ Water Technologies & Solutions division headquarters in Trevose, PA and included a 
Q&A session with employees.
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In October 2017, SUEZ finalized the acquisition of GE’s Water & Process Technologies 
business. This acquisition has broadened SUEZ’ portfolio, allowing us to better serve our 
customers by providing complete solutions across the water and wastewater value chain.  

joining forces 
for the resource revolution!

“I am thrilled to welcome GE’s Water & Process Technologies’ teams and know-how,” said SUEZ  
chief executive officer Jean-Louis Chaussade, at merger celebrations in the United States on  
October 6, 2017. “This is an exciting moment for SUEZ, as our Group now has an ever-stronger 
knowledge and skillset to bring innovation and enhanced value to industrial and municipal  
customers around the world.”

“The creation of Water Technologies & Solutions is transformational for our customers, employees 
and SUEZ. I am confident our teams will deliver great products, services and solutions for industries, 
and that we will be a strong member of the SUEZ family,” said Heiner Markhoff, chief executive officer 
of SUEZ’ Water Technologies & Solutions division. The business unit was created by the merger of 
SUEZ’ industrial water activities and GE’s former Water & Process Technologies. Heiner Markhoff 
previously served as president & CEO of GE’s Water & Process Technologies. 

Water management represents a major challenge for industries. Industrial use already accounts 
for almost 20 percent of worldwide water consumption behind agriculture, but well ahead of human 
consumption. The Water Technologies & Solutions portfolio covers the entire water, wastewater and 
process value chain, including design-and-build projects, specialty chemical services, equipment and 
system offerings, outsourced services, and digital water solutions. Those services will be directed 
at every sector of industry, from power, oil and gas (upstream and midstream, downstream and 
petrochemicals), to mining and metals, chemicals and pharmaceuticals, pulp and paper, food and 
beverage, and utilities.

Welcome to the family, Water Technologies & Solutions! m
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optimizing operations brings  
better value to our customers

During the past few years, SUEZ has been inviting 
customers to join its Resource Revolution, a new 
operating paradigm designed to help create a 
more sustainable future for everyone. What SUEZ 
customers probably didn’t realize was that there 
was another, quieter revolution about to begin:  
the Procurement Revolution.

Led by Bart Reekmans, chief procurement officer (CPO),  
the Procurement Revolution is optimizing procurement 
in every facet of SUEZ’ operations, from the electricity 
the company uses to cool its buildings to the water 
membranes in its production plants. By optimizing its 
operations, SUEZ can help its suppliers and customers 
do the same. “Procurement optimization means getting 
the right goods and services at the right time and at the 
right price,” said Reekmans. “And that means better 
value for the customer.”

As CPO, Reekmans ultimately oversees every purchase 
made for both capital and operational expenditures 
(CAPEX and OPEX). And in both realms, there is room 
for improvement, he said. “We did the analysis. If you 
want to impact your procurement costs, you need to get 
involved earlier in the cycle,” said Reekmans. Previously, 
Reekmans served as CPO at GE Water & Process 
Technologies.

Optimization has led Reekmans to create a procurement 
training regimen at SUEZ. “If you want to grow the 
procurement team, you have to start with training. 
People need to understand procurement,” he said. 
Assessment and training are now underway. “The whole 
team is going through an assessment. We set up our own 
very high targets.”

Reekmans and the procurement team are also working 
closely with SUEZ’ Business Technology Services 
to optimize procurement functions, including a web 
portal that will let suppliers update their inventories, 
bid on requests for quotations and fill orders. Efficient 
communication between suppliers and SUEZ will 
translate into better and more efficient service for  
SUEZ customers, says Reekmans. m

Bart Reekmans, chief procurement officer
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“Procurement optimization means getting the right goods and services at the right  
time and at the right price. And that means better value for the customer.”  

 — Bart Reekmans, chief procurement officer 



Rhode Islanders live in the smallest U.S. state, 
it’s true. But when it comes to protecting natural 
resources, they think big. As always, SUEZ is there 
to help their visions become reality.

In June, the City of Woonsocket joined Newport, 
Pawtucket, East Providence, Warren and other Rhode 
Island communities that rely on SUEZ to improve their 
water and wastewater systems. Woonsocket signed a  
20-year, $44 million agreement with SUEZ to operate a 
new water treatment plant. 

“This new water treatment facility has been a long 
time coming for the City,” said Woonsocket Mayor Lisa 
Baldelli-Hunt. “We are eager to break ground on a 
brand new plant that will produce the highest quality of 
water that our customers expect.” The improvements to 
Woonsocket’s water system, which will begin in 2018, are 
part of a comprehensive plan to improve water quality. 

SUEZ, AECOM and C.H. Nickerson will liaise with the 
Woonsocket’s Department of Public Works, which 
is responsible for overseeing the provision of water 
treatment for city residents. Woonsocket will continue to 
own the water system and control rate setting.

In addition to these major design-build-operate projects, 
Advanced Solutions has been very active in Rhode Island 
inspecting and renovating water storage and distribution 
assets, so that customers have safe and reliable drinking 
water supplies. Examples include inspecting water 
tanks using remotely operated underwater vehicles, or 
ROVs, renovating large water pedispheres and reducing 
trihalomethane—chemical byproducts of chlorine 
disinfection—in distribution systems.   

No that’s a lot going on in such a small state! m

small state 
big footprint

project spotlight
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“This new water treatment facility has been a long time coming for the City.”  
We are eager to break ground on a brand new plant that will produce  

the highest quality of water that our customers expect.”
— Lisa Baldelli-Hunt, Mayor, Woonsocket, RI

City of Woonsocket, RI
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growing our company

As we continue to grow as a company, we must constantly evolve how we interact  
with and serve our customers to assure we are meeting their needs.

Greater transparency of customer data across all business units will allow us to cross-sell our 
customers, by better understanding their needs. Aligning our software systems between divisions 
will ensure we better serve our customers.  This was a topic of discussion during the Advanced Solutions 
and Environmental Services Northeast Regional meeting.
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customer centricity  
takes center stage 

Customer centricity, SUEZ’ global initiative to rethink 
the way it engages with customers, has been gaining 
traction across all North American business lines and 
will accelerate in 2018. 

“This year, all thrusters are on for customer centricity 
so that we can become a company more responsive to 
customers, instead of projecting our needs on them,” said 
Steve Goudsmith, director of communications and brand 
management. Learning what its customers want and need 
will “lead to more innovation and to new products that 
customers value,” said Eric Gernath, chief executive officer 
of SUEZ North America.

“Those insights will come, in part, from more face-to-face 
interaction with customers, said Goudsmith. “Consider a 
recent dialogue SUEZ had with large water-use customers  
in New York. One customer suggested we might build a 
water treatment plant for industrial users.  
Therein lies an opportunity for both SUEZ and  
the customer.” 

Insight will also come from better aligning  
customer relations and information technology, said 
Jim Huentelman, director of marketing and sales 
development, Advanced Solutions. In 2017, Advanced 
Solutions launched several initiatives designed to align 
company operations with client needs. They include 
synchronizing Oracle and Salesforce, two of SUEZ’ key 
enterprise software applications so that there is greater 
transparency of customer data across business units. 
“Those two platforms have been disconnected. We want 
to make sure we have 360-degree view of customers,” 
said Huentelman.

Advanced Solutions is also developing operations teams 
to serve as the front line of sales efforts. The idea is not 
to turn them into sales reps, but to ensure that they’re 
relaying customer needs to those who are. “They spend 
more time with the customer than anyone else in the 
company,” said Huentelman.

As we continue to grow as a company, we must 
constantly evolve how we interact with and serve our 
customers to assure we are meeting their needs.
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helping our customers  
weather the storms
Batteries? Check. Food? Check. Mobile deionization 
trailers? Check. Thanks to SUEZ, industries from 
Texas to Florida were ready when Hurricanes Harvey 
and Irma hit this fall. While the back-to-back storms 
produced relatively little wind damage in the SUEZ 
service areas, many businesses did report significant 
flooding. And that required SUEZ’ intervention.

SUEZ was ready.  
 
“We were fortunate enough to not have the hurricane hit 
us directly,” said Richard Newman, director of sales at the 
SUEZ’ Water Technologies & Solutions location southeast of 
Houston in Pasadena, TX. “But we made plans as if it would.” 
That included making sure chemical feedstocks were topped 
off and that generators were functioning properly. It also 
made sure our fleet of trailers were ready to dispatch. “They 
were ready to go,” he said.

Because the storm was starting to go south of Houston, a lot 
of businesses didn’t shut down immediately, said Newman. 
“It was only after the storm circled back and dumped a lot of 
rain on the Houston area that many SUEZ clients began to 
shut down.” The flooding damaged or shut down numerous 
industrial plants, requiring the use of SUEZ’ mobile  
water deionizing trailers to restart or supplement their  
own equipment. Our team made sure our clients had  
the equipment they needed to keep functioning,”  
added Newman. 

In Fort Meade, FL, an Advanced Solutions drilling rig suffered minor damage from an overturned structure  
during Hurricane Irma.
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You can still donate to Hurricane Harvey relief efforts by visiting  
http://www.bergenunitedway.org/donate.php and click on the “Donate to  

Hurricane Harvey Relief Fund” button. This will ensure the funds are designated for  
this purpose and also ensure that 100% of the funds will be used for relief efforts.

In Cypress, TX, Northwest of Houston, the Advanced 
Solutions service center began preparing a full week before 
Harvey hit, moving equipment and parts to higher ground, 
said manager Jimmy Asher. They also postponed work on 
water storage tanks that would have required draining tanks. 
“An empty steel tank can potentially be destroyed  
by hurricane-force winds,” explained Asher.

After the storm, the service center performed many tank 
inspections to check the integrity of some structures. “One 
customer had some structural damage on his tank that we 
repaired promptly,” added Asher.

In the Southeast, Advanced Solutions worked quickly to 
prepare themselves and their customers for Hurricane Irma. 
Karl Nelson, director of operations, dispatched detailed 
emergency plans to field operations in seven states from 
Virginia to Florida. Regular conference calls with his team 
helped assure that sites and equipment were secure  
before evacuating. 

“It was an unfortunate circumstance that the storm came 
through Florida, but one we prepared for,” said Tom Satler, 
general manager of Rowe Drilling Company, now part of 
Advanced Solutions. “We practice our emergency plans 
with the local municipalities a few times a year.” None of 
his customers reported any significant damage, though 
Advanced Solutions did suffer minor damage to a drilling  
rig when a structure was overturned by the wind. But that 
was nothing as compared to some of his employees who 
suffered significant damage to their personal residences. m

 



 

The software implementation is expected to be finished before summer 2018 and involves a thorough 
analysis of the entire system, hydraulic model, SCADA system, and current operating strategies.

new technology

innovative software  
will help conserve energy
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“Collaboration across the business is at the center of  
the SUEZ strategy,” said CEO Eric Gernath. “All the 
benefits add up to a quick payback on the system, so  
the implementation will benefit the ratepayers as well  
as the environment.”.

Aquadvanced Energy is the latest version that calculates 
future control schedules, and updates the schedules 
throughout the day based on the demand in the system 
and the current tank levels. The software also looks 
at prices on the real-time energy market, as well as 
alternate energy sources, to find the best combination of 
energy efficiency, system operations and cost savings.

The software is already successfully implemented at 
our Idaho Operations. The software implementation 
in Haworth, NJ is expected to be finished before 
summer 2018 and involves a thorough analysis 
of the entire system, hydraulic model, SCADA 
system, and current operating strategies. Since the 
implementation of the system involves a complete 
analysis of the control strategies, the system can be 
used to help new operators come up to speed more 
quickly. Also, since the software models the system 
looking forward, it can be used as a simulator to train 
operators or to plan maintenance. The system knows 
water age in the system and helps manage water 
turnover to protect quality. m

In addition to calculating the most energy efficient operations schedule,  
Aquadvanced Energy® also looks at prices on the real-time energy market,  
as well as alternate energy sources. This allows us to find the best  
combination of energy efficiency, system operations and cost savings. 

SUEZ’ Advanced Solutions, the Utility division, and the global SUEZ Smart Solutions team have 
collaborated to implement Aquadvanced Energy® software at the Haworth, NJ, water treatment  
plant and distribution system. The software will help operators at the 200-million-gallon-per-day plant 
conserve energy while optimizing infrastructure life by suggesting the optimal operation schedule. 
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protecting the environment

For Bruce Ottogalli, transportation manager for   
New Jersey Utility Operations, it was a weighty 
problem: How can he help customers, save  
money and protect the environment? 

In 2016, he found his answer. Ottogalli began working with 
Reading Truck Body in Reading, PA, to reduce the NJ fleet 
truck weight by building the truck bodies with aluminum, 
rather than steel. The trucks with aluminum bodies are over 
1,100 pounds lighter. Less weight improved gas mileage 
and burning less fuel meant that customers’ air would be 
cleaner. The money saved on refueling could then be spent 
on other environmental initiatives. It was so successful that 
our New York and Westchester Utility Operations have  
since joined the program. 

Ottogalli began by replacing heavier Ford E-350s with 
aluminum-bodied Ford Transit 350s. He then moved 
onto the F-650s. The original F-650s came equipped 
with an Ingersoll-Rand P185 air compressor, used for 
jackhammering the streets, positioned behind the  
cab. In the new aluminum-bodied vehicles—F-650  

how can we help customers, save 
money and protect the environment? 

and F-550s—SUEZ made the body of the trucks longer 
and put a vehicle mounted air compressor under the 
hood. The new trucks are 3,200 pounds lighter than  
the old ones.

What’s even better is that these new trucks also use 
solar panel technology to keep batteries charged while 
using auxiliary equipment when the truck is shut off.

This is not Ottogalli’s first effort to boost efficiency and 
protect the environment. In 2013, with Ottogalli’s help, 
SUEZ started installing GPS in all of its 170 operational 
vehicles to monitor idle time and in 2016 began 
installing an idle-shutdown system in new vehicles. 
“With just the improvements of more fuel-efficient 
vehicles and the idle-shutdown program, we have saved 
about 54,000 gallons of fuel up through the end of last 
year,” he says. m

This initiative is open to any business unit. Bruce Ottogalli can assist other fleet  
managers who are interested. Contact Bruce at Bruce.Ottogalli@suez.com for details.
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In 2016, Bruce Ottogalli, transportation manager, New Jersey operations began working with  
Reading Truck Body in Reading, PA, to reduce the NJ Utility fleet truck weight by building the truck  
bodies with aluminum, rather than steel. 



Tracy Singletary  
Years of service:  10 years 
Current role:  Manager, Operations Support
Location:  Jersey City, NJ

I am SUEZ

What does “I am SUEZ” mean to you?
To me, “I am SUEZ” means that I am a valuable part of a company with 
a future looking towards innovation and sustainability.

What is most satisfying to you about the work you do?  
Every day I am faced with challenges that I get to solve either from my 
own perspective, or together with my team.

What do you think you would be doing if you were not working at SUEZ?
Having children of my own and a grandchild, I could envision myself 
working with kids in some way.  They just have such an incredible 
outlook on life.

How do you think your co-workers would describe you?
I believe that they would describe me as approachable.  I often find  
that many of my co-workers come to me with questions that are both 
work related and personal. 

Name one thing most people do not know about you?
I was born and raised in North Carolina. 

Best piece of advice you have received
When things get difficult, take a step back, take a deep breath, and 
don’t be afraid to ask questions.  Sometimes just having a conversation 
about something you’re having difficulty with can snowball into  
a solution.

One of my most rewarding experiences so far has been...  
Being a mother and  a grandmother.  There is no more wonderful, 
exciting or nerve-racking experience. It has taught me how to adapt, 
to go with the flow and most importantly that I can handle anything 
thrown at me.
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Gerardo Moreno, P.E. 
Years of service:  2 years 
Current role:  Senior Project Engineer 
Location:  West Nyack, NY 

What is most satisfying to you about the work you do?
I am fortunate enough to lead teams for projects that have a real 
significance and impact in the communities we serve.  My current 
role allows me to build project teams, as well as set the approach, 
structure, pace and culture of each project.  The more challenging the 
project, the more critical these decisions are and the more gratifying 
the reward.  

 
What does “I am SUEZ” mean to you?
It means my team is held to the highest quality standards for project 
delivery possible. It not only means being on time and on budget, but 
striving to deliver challenging projects that are efficient, sustainable 
and adhere to the highest industry standards. 

 
To grow our Company, it is important to … 
It is critical to invest in and utilize the latest technology in all facets of 
our business. Technology should be our company’s top priority, from 
water treatment and construction methods and scheduling software 
to the way we communicate with each other and with our customers.  
The lifeblood of growth in both the industries we work in and in the 
global economy is efficiency and speed in which we approach all of our 
tasks. Technology will give us the internal infrastructure needed to 
accomplish this mission.

How do you give back to the community you live/work in? 
I volunteer at a local charity that focuses on giving our local homeless 
community a hand up, not a hand out. I assist during events that raise 
money to help give families a place to live and train them to become 
employable so they can support themselves and get back on their feet.

 
One thing most people do not know about you? 
I was an avid skateboarder during the majority of my childhood and 
teenage years.

 
The best piece of advice I have received… 
Care about what you are doing.
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 Glen Ashley Pasadena, TX Operations Specialist IV Operations Specialist I

Albert Cazeault Killingly, CT O&M Technician I Operator in Training

Frank Cordero Paramus, NJ Manager, Digital Customer Operations Manager, Metering Services Northern NJ

Marie Cyr Swan Hills, AB Laboratory Technician Laboratory Preparation Technician

Gianni D'Amico Saint-Laurent, QC Electrician, Team Leader Technician Fabrication

John Dombrauskas Orange, NJ Utility Crew Chief O&M Technician I

Nicolas Harris Saint-Laurent, QC Electrician, Team Leader Technician Fabrication

William P. Inskeep Richmond, VA Project Manager Principal Engineer

David Jean-Baptiste West Nyack, NY Inspector Commercial Service Representative

Dina Khadavi Burbank, CA ISP Coordinator IPP Specialist

Rob N. Martinez Boise, ID Operations Planner Utility Person

Sarah Mendelsohn Richmond, VA Supervisor Document Control Document Control Coordinator

Lumturi Muca Paramus, NJ Manager, Accounting Senior Accountant

James Nekus Paramus, NJ Vice President Capital Investment, Planinng & Delivery Director, Capital Planning & Delivery

Harry Ocasio Hackensack, NJ Manager Metering Services Northern NJ Supervisor, Meter Department

John A. Stone Boise, ID Manager T&D Operations Supervisor T&D

Brian L. Tucker Boise, ID Operations Supervisor T&D Crew Chief

Kristi Walker Wantagh, NY Administrative Supervisor Administrative Coordinator

Ryan Walsh Grosse Ile, MI Operations Manager Operations Specialist II

Christa M. Walters Laurel, MS Customer Service Representative Administrative Assistant

Alan Weland Wantagh, NY General Manager & Vice President Operations,  Nassau 
County Director, Operations

Keith A. Wood Jersey City, NJ Watershed & Aqueduct Manager Supervisor, Watershed

Zheng Yi Toms River, NJ Control Systems Engineer SCADA Project Coordinator

Name Location New Job Title  Previous Title

employees on the move
recognizing outstanding achievement
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Congratulations to our coworkers who recently attained an accredited degree, certificate or new license.

Albert Cazeault  
Killingly, CT  
Wastewater Treatment Plant 
Certification Class I Operator

Anthony Chege  
Wixom, MI  
Storm Water Management, 
Industrial Site

Kenneth Fritts  
West Basin, CA  
CWEA Mechanical Technologist  
Grade 4 Certification

Reginald Gabriel  
West Basin, CA  
CWEA Mechanical Technologist  
Grade 1 Certification

Adam Hansen  
Hyannis, MA  
Drinking Water Operator 2D Full

Jody Harrison  
Wixom, MI  
Storm Water Management, 
Industrial Site

Michael Joosten  
West Nyack, NY  
Water System Operator

Ritu Madan  
Paramus, NJ  
SHRM SCP certification

Jeffrey Schwab  
Alpena, MI  
Sewage Treatment Works Operator

Michael Votta  
Laurel, MS  
Wastewater Treatment Certification 
Class III

Dustin Williams  
Swan Hills, AB  
Power Engineers Regulation

educational achievements
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The Licensed Operator Program was created to 
attract talent to our organization and recognize, 
motivate and encourage employees to obtain 
water and/or wastewater licenses in the states 
where their project sites are located.  The Program 
provides resources to assist employees in obtaining 
operator licenses. If you’re interested in furthering 
your licensing, please reach out to your local HR 
business partner or project manager, and stay tuned 
for updates as we continue to enhance the Program!



Congratulations to our colleagues for their extraordinary efforts. We’re proud of the excellent work you  
do on behalf of our customers, our company and the communities we serve.

recognizing outstanding achievement
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industry awards & recognition

At the Westchester, NY Water Works Annual 
Conference, Gerard Moreno, PE, received the  
2017 Water System Advancement Award.

SUEZ was presented with a Crystal Peach Award 
by the French-American Chamber of Commerce in 
Atlanta, GA. Marcos Ruiz, chief operating officer, 
Advanced Solutions accepted the award on behalf of 
the company.

Adela Wekselblatt, senior paralegal, is a 2017  
YWCA TWIN (Tribute to Women in Industry) honoree  
in Bergen County, NJ. 

SUEZ was honored with an Environmental Service Award 
by the New York League of Conservation Voters (NYLCV).

Advanced Solutions received a 2017 Contractor of the 
Year Award from the St. Johns River Water Management 
District in Florida. Tony Farmer, project manager for  
the Fort Meade Service Center accepted the award  
on behalf of the company. 

Advanced Solutions tank restoration work for our 
customer Destin Water Users, Inc. in Florida was 
honored with the 2017 Tank of the Year Award.

SUEZ’ smart utility’ network has garnered two major 
industry awards; the coveted Smart Water Company of 
the Year Award presented at the Global Water Summit 
and the Utility Industry Innovation in Water and Sewer 
Award from the National Association of Regulatory Utility 
Commissioners (NARUC).

The New Jersey Alliance for Action honored SUEZ with 
a Distinguished Engineering Award for the North Dover 
booster pump station project. 

The Commerce and Industry Association of New 
Jersey (CIANJ) and COMMERCE Magazine has 
awarded SUEZ with a 2017 Best Practices Award for 
our work in the smart utility space. 

Mark Cataldo, right, project manager, Killingly 
operations received an Operations Ingenuity Award  
at WEFTEC®
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As a company committed to sustaining the planet, we know that innovation and best practices are key to our 
success. As industry leaders, we recognize that it’s important to share our knowledge with others who are also 
trying to protect public health and preserve natural resources.  
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David Stanton, president, Utility Operations and 
United Water Federal Services, spoke on a panel about 
rate regulations in other countries at the National 
Association of Water Companies Water Summit in 
Seattle, WA. At the same summit, Greg Wyatt, vice 
president and general manager, Idaho Operations, 
spoke on a panel about the higher standard of 
excellence performed by private water utilities.

David Stanton, president Utility Operations, was part 
of a panel discussion on Smart Cities: facing increased 
urbanization, resource demand & competition at the 
IGEL Conference Smart Utilities: A Bridge To Smart 
Cities of the Future. 

SUEZ engineers Don Distante and Nick Curcio were 
speakers the NAWC New York Chapter Fall Conference. 
Don spoke about the company’s conservation rebate 
program for New York customers. Nick discussed using 
innovative technology to reduce losses and conserve 
water in distribution systems.

Steve Goudsmith, director, communications and 
brand management was part of a panel discussion on 
infrastructure investment and resiliency at the CIANJ 
Manufacturing Summit.

Steve Davis, development leader, Water Technologies 
& Solutions, spoke at the UPenn’s Wharton School 
of Business about how to use big data to improve city 
planning and resource capabilities.

Ed Hackney, director, BTS was part of a panel discussion 
on Artificial Intelligence at WEFTEC®. Ed also presented 
on ”Reducing Non-Revenue Water: Smart Approaches to 
Building More Efficient Cities” at the ICMA conference.

Elizabeth Keddy, energy manager, presented on 
Engineering Innovation at University of Florida  
College of Engineering.  

At the 2017 American Water Summit, Dominique 
Demessence, president Advanced Solutions and 
Envirornmental Services was part of a panel  
discussion on water reuse in Southern California.  
At the same summit, David Stanton, president Utility 
Operations was part of a forum discussing Smart  
Water: Uncovering the Richest Returns.

Marc Oliver D. Quijano, laboratory manager, West Basin 
Operations, participated in the technical session on 
Drinking Water Regulations at the California-Nevada 
American Water Works Association Water  
Education Seminar.

Gregg Oelker, manager, water quality, West Basin Operations,  
co-authored a research article titled “Reverse Osmosis Shifts 
Chloramine Speciation Causing Re-Formation of NDMA during  
Potable Reuse of Wastewater” published in the journal  
Environmental Science &Technology.



Leaks in your home can cost you thousands of dollars in repairs, 
drive up your bill and, in a time when every drop counts, tax your 

local water supply. Utilizing smart meters, SUEZ is able to  
closely monitor customer usage for any unexpected waste,  

so you can get the most from every drop. 
 

learn more at mysuezwater.com

ready for the resource revolution

can waste more 
than 3,000 gallons 
of water per year.

a leaky faucet 

are you ready?
we can prevent it.


